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Renewable energy generation will dominate in the next
smart grid energy paradigm. Hence, the futuristic
electric grid will be dominated by power electronics
converters, which is called a “Power Electronics
Dominated Grid’. The inverters have fast response and
lack of inertia support and damping adjustment ability,
therefore such grid’s ability to suppress load
fluctuations and disturbances is weak. To avoid
jeopardizing grid’s stability, the transformation and
modernization of the next grid paradigm will be possible
if operating the massive amounts of inverters as virtual
synchronous machines. Furthermore, dividing the grid
into multiple sub-control regions and clusters will
support the vision of creating a reliable and stable
renewable energy dominated smart grid paradigm.
The talk will focus on explaining the renewable energy
dominated smart grid, the challenges associated with it,
and the ways to make it achievable, reliable, and stable.
The seminar is organized by the Smart Grid Center –
Extension in Qatar in cooperation with the Qatar General
Electricity & Water Corporation “KAHRAMAA”.
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